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ABSTRACT

This research examined the effect of internal and external factors on consumer decision-making. The dimension of internal factors in this research are motivation and price perception, and the dimension of external factors in this research are reference groups and family.

This research had involved 273 students of Universiti Utara Malaysia in Kedah, Malaysia. Questionnaires were used as the data collection instrument. Regression analyses were performed on each research model to test the hypotheses that were formed. The results of the regression analyses generally showed that: the influence and positive relationship between internal and external factors on consumer decision-making. Also discussed the implication of study as well as several recommendations for future research.
ABSTRAK

Kajian ini mengkaji kesan peranan pengaruh dalaman dan luaran terhadap pelanggan dalam menentukan keputusan. Dimensi faktor dalaman di dalam kajian ini adalah motivasi dan persepsi harga, dan dimensi untuk factor luaran adalah referensi kumpulan dan keluarga.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Malaysian marketers face new opportunities and threats due to constant changes in the marketing environment. Competition from overseas companies entering the Malaysian market, is forcing the pace of change in meeting basic consumer needs, the development of new consumption patterns as well as changes in the existing consumption patterns because of social up-liftmen programs and redistribution of income, are just some of the changes taking place.

All these changes are taking place in a very short time and are ultimately causing marketers to lose touch with the needs of their customers. Consequently, a major challenge facing marketers is to develop and implement appropriate corporate and marketing strategies to achieve sustainable success in the multicultural environment. Marketers would also need to search for opportunities and new markets to which they can sell in order to grow and survive in today’s competitive arena.

Marketing plays a major role in any business and is viewed by Jones (1999) as a process that starts with identifying customer groups, finding out about their needs and wants, matching what the business can offer with what the customer wants and then effectively communicating and selling to the customer. Jones (1991) and Kotler (2003) stated marketing is much more than selling, advertising and sales promotion. Although the
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
making and external factors (situation, culture, social class and marketing mix) should be taken into account.

3. To increase one's ability to make causal inferences, the use of a longitudinal study is highly recommended.

5.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the study has examined an integrated model of internal and external factor of consumer decision-making among UUM's consumers in Sintok, Kedah. Internal factor (motivation and price perception) and external factor (reference groups and family) were found as significant influences on consumer decision-making.
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